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ABSTRACT 

In conventional single-server environment, when a client desires to access various services from the multiple 

servers, the client  have to register with every single server. This cause in numerous pairing of password and 

identities. Therefore, numerous schemes for multi-server architecture have been introduced in order to 

remove the limitations faced by clients for remembering and possessing the numerous passwords and 

identities. Multi server environment facilitates the users to access the services from multiple servers with only 

single time registration. There are various existing schemes that are inefficient to offer the required security. 

We analyze the scheme of Chen and Lee, and discuss the flaws such as smart card stolen and user 

impersonation attacks present in their scheme. 
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1- Introduction 

The trend of users has been increased for acquiring the services online due to the constant evolution in 

information and communication technologies (ICT) and digitization of our society. The client 

communicates with service providers directly on a public channel. The attacker has full control over 

the public channel and he can change, intercept or delete the message [1, 2]. The solution for these 

vulnerabilities is to use the key agreement and authentication schemes for authenticating both server 

and user [3]. The scheme provides the mutual authentication, if both parties verifies each other. As the 

use of smart card is popular, various authentication schemes based on smart card have been proposed 

in single server architecture [4]. In single-server architecture, a user has to register with every server 

in order to access the services. This creates the problem for users to remember multiple passwords and 

identities. Therefore, researchers study the design of smart-card based authentication schemes for 

multi- server architecture [5]. The user can access the services in multi-server environment by only 

one-time registration with only single identity and password. In this way, multi-server environment 

does not bother the users for memorizing multiple identities and passwords. 

 

2- PROTOCOL OF CHEN AND LEE 

 

The common notations that are used in the protocol of Chen and Lee [6] are described in Table I. Users 

(Uu), registration center (RC) and various servers (Ss) are few entities that participates in scheme of 

Chen and Lee. The registration of both clients and servers is required before the step of mutual 
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authentication. The secret PIDr is shared by the Ss on the private channel for this purpose. The complete 

description of Chen and Lee’s scheme [6] is elaborated next. 

. 

TABLE I 

COMMON USED NOTATIONS 

 

Notations Elucidation 

Uu 

Ss 

RC 

IDu 

IDs 

x 

s 

H (.) 

h(.) 

SCu 

|| 

⊕  

uth Client of the system 

sth Service provider  

Registration center 

A Unique client’s identity 

Server’s identity 

Secret key of  RC 

Master key of  RC 

Function specified for Bio-hash 

One-way digest function of  hashing  

Smart card for each unique user 

Concatenation operator 

XoR operator  

 

There are two phases involved by Chen and Lee’s scheme i.e 

  (1) Client Registration stage (2) Authentication stage, whose description are elaborated as 

follows: 
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A. Client Registration Stage 

The client has to follow these steps in order to register himself as a legal user. 

1) Firstly, an unique identity IDu, password PWu and an arbitrary number c is selected by the 

Uu. Consequently, it determines h(c ⊕PWu) and the { IDu, h(c⊕PWu)} is sent to registration 

center. 

2) After  that,  the  registration  center  (RC) computes Au= h(h(c⊕PWu)), Cu = h(Au∥h(x∥s)), 

Bu = h(Cu⊕h(c⊕PWu)), Du = h(IDu∥x), Eu = Du⊕h(IDu∥h(c⊕PWu)) and Ru = h(Du). 

Furthermore, the contents {Eu, Bu, Ru, h(), h(s)} are stored in SCu and sent to Uu by RC. 

3) SCu is received by Uu and it stores a random factor c in SCu to make the final registration. 

B. Authentication Stage 

The following steps are followed by the client for  the procedure of login and authentication in 

order to get services from various servers. 

 1. The client utilizes the smart card in order to initiate the procedure   of 

authentication. For this purpose, Uu insert his smart card in smart   card  reader and inputs 

his identity IDu and PWu. The smart card   follows the computation of Du = 

Eu⊕h(IDuǁh(c⊕PWu)) ,𝑅𝑢
∗    =(Du) parameters. The equation 𝑅𝑢

∗ =
? 

R is compared by 

the user.   If the equation is valid, then the user generates an arbitrary number   

 du and  computes  Cu =Bu⊕h(c⊕PWu), Au = h(h(c⊕PWu)), Dus =  

 Au⊕h(h(s)ǁduǁIDs), AIDu= h(c⊕PWu)⊕h(DuǁCu ǁdu),    

 Wus=Du⊕h(CuǁduǁIDs) and Xu = h(PuǁCu ǁdu). After that, the Uu   transmits the 

{AIDu, Dus,Wus, Xu, du}parameters to the server. 
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 2. After receiving {AIDu, Dus, Wus, Xu, du}, server determines Au =Dus  

 ⊕h(h(s)ǁduǁIDs), Cu= h(Auǁh(xǁs)), Du=Wus⊕h(CuǁduǁIDs),    h(coplusPWu) 

=AIDuoplush(DuǁCuǁdu) and Bu =Cu ⊕ h(c ⊕ PWu).   Thereafter,  the  equation 

h(BuǁCuǁdu) = Xu is compared. If its true,   it engenders an arbitrary nonce ds and 

 computes Kus =     h(BuǁduǁCuǁIDs) and  the  parameters{Kus, dj}  is  

sent towards    the client in order to do the verification. 

3. Uu determines h(BuǁduǁCuǁIDs) and the equation     

 h(BuǁduǁCuǁIDs) =
? 

Kus is checked. If it is valid then Uu computers    𝐾𝑢𝑠
′ = 

h(BuǁduǁCuǁIDs)and the parameter {𝐾𝑢𝑠
′ }is sent to    server for 

further verification with the challenge of ds. 

4. The server  calculates h(BuǁduǁCuǁIDs)  after receiving {𝐾𝑢𝑠
′ }.   

 The server checks the equation i.e. h(BuǁduǁCuǁIDs)  = 𝐾𝑢𝑠
′ . If   this equation is 

true, then the session key is calculated by the server    and shared with Uu as SK = 

h(BuǁduǁdsǁCuǁIDs). 

III. CRYPTANALYSIS 

The scheme of Chen and Lee is vulnerable to following two major attacks. 

A. Smart card stolen attack 

 If an adversary (A) retrieves the credentials stored in smart card then he can easily attack for 

guessing the password.  In this scheme, the parameters {Eu, Bu, Ru, c, h(), h(s)} are enclosed by the 

smart card, while the messages such as { AIDu, Dus, Wus, Xu, du},{Kus, ds} and { Kus} can be easily 

intercepted by the adversary because these are transmit- ted on public channel. He can approach h(s) 

from the smart card and can easily obtain h(h(s)ǁduǁIDs). Now, he can retrieve  𝐴𝑢
′    factor by 
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? 

computing 𝐴𝑢
′  = Dus⊕h(h(s)ǁduǁIDs). Consequently, having the access of an arbitrary nonce c from 

the smart card, A may trigger the attack of offline dictionary in order to acquire the password of  Uu.  

Now, the adversary tries all the strings of dictionary as password P𝑊𝑢
∗ in repeatedly calculating 

𝐴𝑢
∗ = h(h(c⊕𝑃𝑊𝑢

∗)) and validating the equation 𝐴𝑢
′  =

?  𝐴𝑢
∗ . When the matching equation is found, then 

correct password will be known to adversary. After acquiring the guessed password PWu. A may 

calculate 𝐶𝑢
′ = h(c ⊕ PWu) ⊕ Bu. Thus, the original session key can be easily established by A on 

determining the hash operation as h(Buǁduǁdsǁ𝐶𝑢
′  

ǁIDs). In this way, the session key may easily 

guessed by A by utilizing the credentials stored in smart card. So, the scheme is vulnerable to smart 

card stolen attack. 

B. User masquerading attack  

 The scheme of Chen and Lee has the flaw of user masquerading  due  to  the  availability  of  

contents stored in smart  card  to  adversary  (A).  By  utilizing  these   contents, A can   determine   the   

correct password   PWu as  mentioned  in  above  Section  III-A.  So, A can  calculate Cu= 

Bu⊕h(c⊕PWu) and Au = h(h(c⊕PWu)). Consequently, in order to guess the IDu, A tries all possible 

set  of  strings  of  𝐼𝐷𝑢  
∗ by  frequently  checking  the  equations  𝐷𝑢

∗     =  Eu⊕h(𝐼𝐷𝑢  
∗ ǁh(c⊕PWu)) and Ru= 

h(𝐷𝑢
∗). On exactly matching the equation, the original identity (IDu) and   𝐷𝑢

∗   are known to A. After that 

A creates an arbitrary number du and calculates Dus = Au⊕h(h(s)ǁduǁIDs), AIDu = h(c⊕PWu)⊕h 

(DuǁCuǁdu), Wus = Du⊕h(CuǁduǁIDs) and Xu = BuǁCuǁdu. Finally, A effectively designs initiating 

request of authentication as {AIDu,Dus,Wus, Xu, du} 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
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In this manuscript, the proposed scheme of Chen and Lee   is cryptanalyzed and it is observed 

that their protocol is prone to smart card stolen attack and due to this attack, it is also inefficient to 

resist user masquerading attack. The description of cryptanalysis is completely illustrated. 
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